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ABSTRACT:-In case of circular turn at corners in any building or structure, there is no more requirements of columns 
as in the case of bridge construction, there is no requirements of rectangular columns in between circular column 
because circular column also stands as column. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Earthquake may be defined as “vibrations induced in the earth’s crust due to internal or external causes that virtually 
shake up a part of the crust and all the structures and living and non - living things existing on it” 
There is no mechanical property in which the columns of circular cross -section with circular turn on corners 
reinforcement lag behind their counter parts rectangular ones. In the earthquake zones, they exhibit their superiority, 
thanks to their increased ductility. It is well known the case of columns. 
Materials are used as normally according to the requirements as bar, cement, sands, etc.. Method is already discuss in  
methodology & discussion. 
 

II. BACK GROUND OR RELATED WORK 
 
As, we know that, elliptical structure, circular cross- sectional structure, cylindrical structure, or we can say that those 
structure whose corner is in  circular shape. Then, these type of structure are not affected due to earthquake, if these 
type of structure are not so old. As, circular joints in between tress and their branches. Because, tree & their branches 
are not fall due to earthquake. Their is no related work because it is a research paper. Research paper is also a new thing 
and unique which has not used in past time / present time. 
 
III. PRESENTATION OF THE MAIN COTRIBUTION OF THE PAPER / SCOPE OF RESEARCH 
 
 The main contribution of this research paper is to protect the building structure and also to reduce the effect of 
earthquake on structure with help of design, concepts & methods. The scope of this research paper will be provide the 
different types of design, concepts and methods to protect the building structure from the earthquake. 
 

IV. METHODOLOGY & DISCUSSION 
 
 Firstly, I would like to ask 2 questions from everybody. They are:- 
Ques.1:- Whether the branches of trees and any tree fall down due to earthquake? 
Ques.2:-Everybody sees that any cylindrical structure which is not so old can be affected or destroyed due to 
earthquake?  
Now, do you know why these structures do not fall due to the earthquake? 
I would like to explain the same with the help of some examples and design also. 
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In most of the cases we see that those type of constructions / structures which is not in circular or cylindrical shape or in 
which joints or turns are in maximum no. then in these type of structures fall or produce cracks. But those structures 
which are prepared by nature are mostly circular, cylindrical, conical or of spherical shape.  Men, animals birds and so 
on, these type of living creature are not in circular shape because they can protect themselves in case of earthquake with 
movements. If we are talking about the earth then we get it is spherical shape. If we are talking about universe we get 
that all planets, natural satellites, stars, sun all are in circular or spherical shape. If we are talk about these shapes 
(circular, spherical, cylindrical section), we get that there are no joints or cleavage in them. So, the effect of earthquake 
is approximately negligible.  
In case of earthquake structures mostly break on joints or on structure corners. In most of the cases structures do not 
break from walls it breaks from corners. Earthquake mostly  affect columns and beams. If the corner or joints of the 
column and beam is constructed in circular turn, then structure become safe or earthquake resistant. 
Now, the main reason for least effect on trees due to the earthquake waves is their joints. It means that the joints in trees 
is very well established by nature or we can say that these branches of tree’s are arranged in a well circular shape like 
as summation of dx shape means  
 

 
fig.1:-Arrangement of parts to make circular like arrangement of bricks to make circular path / wall. 

 

 
fig.2:- Comparison between two types of paths:- Rectangular corner & circular path. 

 
In the above figure which path is better for driving at a higher speed. Which part is better for the same speed. Circular 
path is better than rectangular path, in my opinion. 
 

 
fig.3:-Arrangement of bars & number of bars can be increased or decreased as required. 

 
In these diagram every bars are counter balanced to each other in case of compression and tension both. If one is in 
compression then another is in tension as shown in fig. in any direction. So, circular columns are better than rectangular 
column.   
In most of the cases, we are seeing the construction of bridges on the public places like Dharmsala in Gorakhpur or 
beside the river where bridge construction are in progress. Now in case of bridge construction the shape of piers are 
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mostly in circular cross-section and the depth of this type of column is approximately 12 - 13 meter below the ground 
level.  

Fig.4:-Flyover:- Circular piers, high durability, integral construction, low maintenance

 
Fig.5:-Flyover using integral bridge concept for Delhi Metro (the curved flyover has no bearing or expansion joints on 

piers/abutments; length: 115 m) 
 
In present time those of the rectangular section structure which gives the strength to the structure for bearing the 
earthquake waves capacity approximately 7.0 to 7.5 Richter without any damage. If we are doing some changes in that 
structure then the capacity of that structure reaches the 8.0 to 8.5 Richter on following changes i.e, joints & corner 
make in circular, cylindrical or spherical shape. 
 

V. DESIGN 
 

 
fig.6:-Arrangement and utilization of corner 
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If we are constructing the circular corner shape like well to the foundation of the structure. In fig. 1,2,3 & 4 are the 
vacant places, which can be used as window, exhaust, balcony, etc. as per requirement. This type of structure is used 
like design, sufficient lighting facility and safe from earthquake. This type of structure can be mostly useful for city 
areas because in the surrounding areas of the house proper drainage  facilities is available. So , we can provide these 
design.  

 
fig. 7:-Reduced the earthquake effect and utilization of area. 

 
If waves are in straight direction, then there will be effect on this type of structure, if water is moving in the upward 
direction then there will be no effect on structure but its restriction is that the depth of swimming pool is approximately 
3 - 4 foot. If we are talking about the foundation then these type of foundation should have more compressive strength 
as well as good tensile strength , according to requirement these vacant places used like as garage & play ground 
spaces. 

 

 
fig.8:-Movements of seismic waves. 

 
Seismic waves can be blocked on rotation of round shape. We always try to use the circular and straight materials like 
circular rod, circular column, etc. 
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Fig.9:-Model of bridge can be prepared for 2-3 story building. 

 
These type of structures are generally seen on the bridges, fly over bridges, etc. The cross – section of the pillars or 
columns are circular and elliptical, never formed in rectangular shape. Because circular and elliptical, never formed in 
rectangular shape. Because circular and elliptical shape structure can be able to reduce the effect of earthquake on the 
structure. 
 

    
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

fig.10:-Circular corner between columns & beams.                                      

 
Fig.11:-Circular turn on corners. 
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Fig.12(a):-Arrangement of reinforcement and binding on corners.  

 

 
Fig.12(b):-According to architectural point of view 

 
Fig.12 (a) have circular turn on corner but in fig.12 (b) have not circular turn on corner fig.12 (b) have less no. of 
binding approx 1-2, and make the angle  of approx 90 degree on corner between the reinforcement, in fig.12 (b) on 
point  a, b, c & d have only one binding on each point  But in  fig. ‘a’  so many strong binding on it. Then, we can say 
that fig.12 (a) is better than fig. 12 (b). So, we should provide the circular turn on corner. 
Following points are dangerous for seismic forces on any buildings:- 
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 Poor quality of cement, brick and mortar joints 
 Doors are too close to corner  
 Dangerous overhanging section  
 Window opening is too large 
 Wall is too long  
 Window spacing is too close 
 Poor connection of roof to wall 
 Walls are too high 
 Buildings are too much high. 
 

VI. RESULTS & CONCLUSION 
 
 We know that rectangular columns are stronger than cylindrical column. In general but in case of earthquake,  wind & 
flow of water, circular cross-sectional  column is  better than rectangular column because rectangular column has more 
no. of joints and corner but in case of cylindrical column / circular turn on corner there are no any  joints or 90 degree 
corners. Seismic waves can collapse the structure, when they collide with each other on joints or on 90 degree corners. 
It is never possible to generate any type of reaction alone. Reactions are created only when two things / component 
intersect or match to each other like sound is produced only when two things collide with each other. 
               So, earthquake waves effect more on the rectangular column than circular columns.  
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